
Motorcycle Helmet Chin Telesin + J-Hook Mount for sports cam Ref: 6972860174563
Motorcycle Helmet Chin Telesin + J-Hook Mount for sports cameras (GP-HBM-MT7)

The Telesin GP-HBM-MT7 helmet mount for sports cameras
The Telesin anti-slip helmet mount is designed for sports cameras and is distinguished by its high compatibility. It provides a successful
combination of light weight and high durability. The accessory is easy to install and provides your devices with the necessary stability.
You do not have to worry about shocks or the risk of falling of the camera.
 
Wide compatibility
The mount is compatible with most sports cameras from popular brands. With its help you can conveniently and safely mount on your
helmet for example GoPro Hero, Xiaomi Yi, Campark or DJI Osmo Action. No matter what equipment you use, new recording possibilities
are at your fingertips!
 
Solidity and reliability
The product is made of excellent quality materials that ensure its durability and your camera's safety. PC plastic is resistant to corrosion,
mechanical  damage and  high  and  low temperatures.  On  the  other  hand,  food-grade  silicone  was  used  to  create  non-slip  pads,  which
ensures a perfect fit and unparalleled stability.
 
Don't worry about the safety of your camera
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Mount your camera on your helmet and record breathtaking footage while speeding down a hill or speeding down a mountain road. The
mount is designed for maximum stability and security. Installation is easy with the heavy-duty polyester webbing.
 
Manufacturer
Telesin
Model
GP-HBM-MT7
Material
PC + Silicone
Compatibility
GoPro Hero 8/7/6/5/4/3+/3, Hero 5/4 Session, Xiaomi Yi, SJCAM AKASO, Campark, Polaroid DJI Osmo Action

Preço:

€ 11.50
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